Directions:
To mount on wall: Hold sculpture against the wall to mark the location of the screw holes. Use plastic anchors when mounting on a sheet rock or plaster wall.

To attach weight: Unwind about six feet of string by turning "daisies" in a clock-wise direction.
1. Pass string over pulley A,
2. through rear pulley on weight,
3. Up and over pulley B,
4. down and through front pulley on weight,
5. and place loop in end of string over knob in front of pulley A.

To wind: Turn daisies counter-clockwise until the weight is about one foot below the sculpture. Release the daisies. If they start to rotate rapidly in a clockwise direction, stop them and release again. Repeat this stop and release step a few times until the "spider" begins to walk around the circumference of the daisies.